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271 Law and economyDerecho and economic law and economic law derecho and economic law and economic law __________ * Science Teacher at univers' father Pedagóg ca y Tecnológica de Colombia. Economist, specialized Catholic University of Manizales, Colombia, master in Derech or
Economic Ec of the Unive rsidad Exte rnado de Colombi a, diploma or Ms áxis de la Investigación, UNAD, Professor Uni versidad Pedagógic a y Tecnológica de Colombia, Santo Universidad Tomás, Pamplona University, Investiga Dora Faculty of Economics, UPTC. Member of Primo Levi's Social
Justice. Law and RealityDerecho and Reality Right and RealityDerecho and Reality Right and Reality No. 21 z I semester 2013 Faculty of Law and Social Sciences, UPTC ISSN: 1692-3936 SummaryResumen Summary Summary Summary This article contains an analysis of a controversial problem
related to the close relationship between law and the economy that has contributed to the rethinking of the study of law and its impact on economic theory. Given the impatience and relevance of this debate in the academic, national and political spheres. In order to achieve this objective, the literature was
thoroughly reviewed in order to obtain the authors' main arguments against the relationship between these two sciences. Adam Smith's postulates to the research of capitalist society, the role of the state and legal and economic relations stand out. It begins with the approaches put forward by Adam Smith,
then focuses on the right relationships and economics of causation theory and the theory of integration encountered by the Germans Carlos Marx and Rudolf Stammler and weberrian postulates respectively. Economic and law approaches are then set out from the perspective of the Neo-Institution School;
specifically, the guidelines for some Luz Marina Romero Alvarado * Theory value is an academic postulate that seeks to explain how the value of good or service is determined. This, depending on various variables, such as scarcity, production costs, among other things. In other words, the purpose of
value theory is to justify the exchange price or value of the commodity. It therefore varies according to the approach given to each school of economic thought. In this respect, it should be noted that in order to assess the value of the product, some economists consider objective variables (e.g. the amount
offered for the goods in question) to be more important. However, other academics are more relevant to subjective factors, such as the satisfaction that a commodity or service offers to the consumer. Value theories are often displayed or supplement any previous theory or theory. In this way, academic
debate is enriched. Examples of value theory Some examples of value theories include: value-work theory: it contains the value of an item that depends on the effort it contains. Now, the more human hours it takes to make a commodity, the higher the price. Its following variants stand out: The theory of
value in the classical economy: Here stands the postulate of Adam Smith, who argues that good value in the long term is justified by factors of production. According to Smith, the value reflected in the price will rise or fall in the short term, depending on whether demand increases or falls accordingly.
Similarly, another economist at its current, David Ricardo, the value of commodities depends on the labor effort needed to produce it and its availability So, scarcer good, the more valuable it is. Karl Marx's theory of value: According to Marxism, the value of the goods depends on the work necessary
socially to produce it. This is that it is calculated on the medium-term basis of what companies in the sector need to develop their respective well-being. Subjective value theory: The value of good does not depend on its characteristics or the effort or cost needed to produce, but the usefulness it provides to
the individual. He is one of the main postulettes of the Austrian school. The importance of the value theory of value theory is important because it allows us to understand how the price is determined or how the goods are valued. While it can be assumed that only factors or production costs enter the
equation, we should treat other variables as the marginal usefulness that the consumer can have. This is the benefit of consuming additional units of good. Think of two scenarios: One person lost in the desert and one who walks down the street after work on the way home and who is not thirsty. The first
person is willing to pay a much higher price than the second for a water bottle. And he's willing to pay more because he gives more value to the glass. In economic terms, we can say that thirsty individuals are more useful. The welfare economy is part of the economy as part of a normative economy,
which examines the economic system's method of submitting conditions for social welfare. The welfare economy is, in other words, part of a normative economy that is responsible for channelling the economic system into social welfare. In this sense, the welfare economy is exploring the optimal way to
organise the economy in order to choose the economic system that human and social. The aim is to establish criteria to measure whether the economic proposals applied improve the well-being of the population. Although its greatest development is in the twentieth century, the theorets of which have
been developed by great economists such as Alfred Marshall, its origins date back to the 18th century. It was in this century that Scottish economist Adam Smith, also a neoclassical school, cited a rise in prosperity in terms of manufacturing growth. The objectives of the welfare economy Among the
objectives of the welfare economy are to find an economic system aimed at increasing resources to increase social well-being. To this end, the welfare economy adheres to maximum economic efficiency. In researching economic systems, the purpose of the economic thinking branch focuses on the
research object, such as maximising production with limited resources, optimising the marketing of manufactured goods and services. The main objective is to increase social well-being and total profits in society. In other words, this theory focuses on the Law of Scarcity, seeking limited resources to meet
the unlimited needs of citizens in a given territory.  Characteristics of the welfare economy The welfare economy combines a number of steps that are deemed necessary to find the desired economic system to achieve social well-being. Among the steps are a number of criteria based on the
implementation of the economy to achieve its objectives. We could therefore emphasise among these steps or criteria the following: the public provision of social goods and services. Obligation of the State to maintain minimum living conditions. State intervention in promoting full employment. Achieve a
fair and efficient allocation of resources. Divide the wealth and income of the country to achieve a more equal society. Although more proposals have emerged over the years, the welfare economy has focused on studying these variables since World War II and after the full industrialisation of developed
economies. General considerations of welfare theory Social well-being refers to the well-being of society as a whole. There are therefore two ways to measure the amount of population well-being. These two approaches are the method developed by the economist Wilfredo Pareto. On the other hand,
there is also the basic method based on measuring monetary value and not as the ordinal method does. The view therefore is that it is not possible to measure objectively financially, so it is proposed to propose an analysis of the effectiveness of the pareto. From the main point of view, the analysis used
is a cost-benefit to include the impact of the revenue distribution. However, the latter is least used because the problems of the model in adding variables require a high degree of inaccuracy in the calculations, creating doubts. Other approaches, such as equality, have been assessed in the calculation of
social care. In this line, as we said, we can emphasise the concept of equality as a common dimension of prosperity. Other approaches, such as capacity harmonisation, consider the use of freedom issues, taking them into account in the calculation. This example of harmonisation, which was cited after
its development, has led to indicators such as the Human Development Index (HDI). Other economists have also tried to use the concept of exploitation as an additional factor, which is important for computational convergence. Finally, we should not leave the model proposed by Nobel Prize winner Daniel
Kahneman. An expert in economic psychology, he proposes approach methods, such as satisfaction with life, designed to measure experienced usefulness.  As we can see, many authors have tried to show how to establish better measurement criteria for calculating well-being. However, we can say that
a model has not yet been created that will allow the calculation of the welfare state to be known precisely, as well as the greater efficiency of one system or another. The complexity of models distinguished between quality and quantity has led to the rejection of many models for actual calculation. Real.
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